




























Note from the Captain  -  

 

Congratulations to the winners; there were some excellent performances and some close and exciting racing.  

 

Thank you to all who supported the regatta, by helping with the preparation and also the clearing up afterwards.  As I mentioned, 

these events are successful because of the way everyone helps out; it's this demonstration of the OTRC Spirit that is one of the 

major features of our club.    

 

Special thanks to Libby and Jo for organising the refreshments; to all who provided cake, to John who not only sorted out the 

draw (more than once) but also encouraged, cajoled and marshalled the racers on and off the water; and to Angela for overseeing 

the organisation and ensuring that everything ran smoothly. 

 

Finally, the sale of cake, burgers etc. raised over £400 for the club which is a tremendous result. 

 

Many thanks to all. 

 

Simon 

Peter Cook and Daisy -Winners 

 

So it was early Saturday morning at 8:30 ish finding out who everyone was with. I found out I was with Peter, was very happy. 

We had never rowed together before but soon sorted out who was going to sit at bow and stroke. We had boated in the double for 

the 2nd race against Rhona and Brian who put up a great fight in the first race we did, having two starts due to clashing prob-

lems caused by both boats.  

However, we finished that race and had a small break before competing against Hugh and Olivia. We had a fairly bad start but 

were able to go side by side with them until 3/4 way down until we slowly pulled away from them giving a huge fight with each 

stroke we completed.  

As the races were going through the day the races only got harder and we were having to planning for more strategies we could 

do.  

The next race we did was the semi-finals against a scary competition, of John and Marielle, again the races were getting harder 

and we were side by side again until the 3/4 where we slightly pulled off leaving about a half a boat difference at the finish, leav-

ing us with no choice to seriously fight against pain and breathing.  

Finally, the finals! The finals were against Ian and Beatrice, it was an incredible race a really exciting row. But before the race we 

went in a boat that was slightly too small for peters long legs. So we quickly changed boats and got down to the start as quickly 

as possible. We got to the start and lined up with heartbeats beating fast and silence before the start. And GO!! We had the best 

start throughout our races and kept pushing until we were side by side for what it felt the longest race I've ever done! Until the 

end where we had the photo finish of just winning by the bow ball. Ian and Beatrice put up a great  fight, well done. After we 

completed the race we both felt the same way and was wondering where the oxygen tank was...  

 

It was a great great day enjoyed by all and everyone just had great fun. It was great to see the OTRC spirit in the club and help 

out anyway possible. Well done to all competitors, organisers, helpers, spectators and Peter for putting up with me, throughout 

our races. 



June Newsletter Reminder 
 

All contributions please to zoesmeeth@hotmail.co.uk for Friday 9th June 2017 

Many thanks to Dick Meads for the photo contributions  - more 

are available on the drop box. 

Thank you to everyone for making the Spring  

Regatta such a success.  

 

Especially Simon, Angela and John—we all think 

you’re amazing. 




